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The dynamics of evolutionary stasis
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Abstract.—The fossil record displays remarkable stasis in many species over long time periods, yet
studies of extant populations often reveal rapid phenotypic evolution and genetic differentiation
among populations. Recent advances in our understanding of the fossil record and in population
genetics and evolutionary ecology point to the complex geographic structure of species being fun-
damental to resolution of how taxa can commonly exhibit both short-term evolutionary dynamics
and long-term stasis.
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Introduction

The pronounced morphological stability
displayed by many fossil species (Eldredge
1971; Eldredge and Gould 1972; Gould and
Eldredge 1977; Stanley and Yang 1987; Jackson
and Cheetham 1999; Jablonski 2000), often for
millions of years, contrasts sharply with the
rapid, often adaptive, evolutionary changes
documented in many extant species (Reznick
et al. 1997; Thompson 1998; Huey et al. 2000;
Thomas et al. 2001). If evolutionary change oc-
curs frequently within populations, why is it
that in some species so little of it is conserved
and translated through time as net change? In
this paper we examine what paleobiologists,
population geneticists, and evolutionary ecol-
ogists have learned about stasis and rapid evo-
lution over the past decade as new approaches

have been adopted and results obtained in all
these fields. Our basic conclusion—that stasis
derives from the geographic structure and
partitioning of genetic information within
widespread species—is derived from a con-
sideration of all known population genetic
processes that promote (or conversely hinder)
genetic change, as well as from analysis of
data from the fossil record.

Stasis is generally defined as little or no net
accrued species-wide morphological change
during a species-lineage’s existence up to mil-
lions of years—instantly begging the question
of the precise meaning of ‘‘little or no’’ net
evolutionary change. All well-analyzed fossil
species lineages, as would be expected, dis-
play variation within and among populations,
but the distribution of this variation typically
remains much the same even in samples sep-
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FIGURE 1. Species stasis in the face of ongoing population-level evolution. Species (lineages 1, 2, and 3 on the left)
exhibit negligible net phenotypic changes, while their component population systems (on the right) continually
differentiate, fuse, or go extinct. Stasis is occasionally broken by establishment and spread of novel phenotypes (s);
when this is matched with ecological opportunity, highly differentiated new lineages (sm) may be formed that
eventually develop internal (population) dynamics and geographic structure resulting, again, in stasis. (In this view,
species-lineages consist of anastomosing population systems and, at the same time, belong to clades composed of
similar lineages).

arated by millions of years (Fig. 1). This view
of fossil variation has been reinforced over the
past decade as paleontological studies have
applied higher sampling intensities in time
and space, improvements in both relative and
absolute stratigraphic dating, more compre-
hensive use of multivariate statistical analysis,
and better controls for sampling biases.

Although it is now clear that some fossil
species lineages do indeed accrue morpholog-
ical change through time (Geary 1995), it is
also now evident that many do not. Well-doc-
umented examples of stasis range from Paleo-
zoic brachiopods (Lieberman et al. 1995) to
late Cenozoic bivalves (Stanley and Yang

1987) and bryozoans (Jackson and Cheetham
1999). Inventories of evolutionary tempo and
mode across entire clades are sparse, but Jack-
son and Cheetham’s (1999) survey of well-
documented case studies in the Neogene fossil
record found 52 instances of stasis and only
two instances of anagenesis in nine benthic
macroinvertebrate clades, and eight instances
of stasis as opposed to 10–12 instances of ana-
genesis in marine microplankton. Anagenesis
occurs in only eight of 88 trilobite lineages in
the Ordovician of Spitsbergen, and in but one
of 34 scallop lineages in the northern Euro-
pean Jurassic (Jablonski 2000).

Studies of extant taxa with rich fossil rec-
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ords provide mounting evidence that morpho-
logically defined species-level lineages recog-
nized in fossil sequences often correspond to
genetically defined species in the modern bi-
ota (Jablonski 2000). Such studies are crucial
to the demonstration that patterns of stasis in
the fossil record constitute a genuine problem
for evolutionary theory. Perhaps the most rig-
orous and detailed of such studies (and one
that has proven compelling to population ge-
neticists) are those on tropical American Neo-
gene cheilostome bryozoans (Jackson and
Cheetham 1999). Cheilostomes are small,
clonal marine animals that grow in plantlike
shapes by budding modules (zooids) to form
a colony. They are abundant in Recent seas
and in the fossil record. In the tropical Amer-
ican genera Metrarabdotos and Stylopoma, all
long-ranging species (11 in each genus) per-
sisted essentially morphologically unchanged
for 2–16 Myr. New species appear abruptly in
the fossil record, with morphological change
occurring within the limits of stratigraphic
resolution of sampling (approximately
150,000 years). Studies of extant species in
these genera indicate that morphological sta-
sis also reflects stasis in key life history traits,
with occasional rapid change. For example,
the size of larval brood chambers, which is
correlated with larval size, differs by up to
twofold among closely related species, and en-
tirely arborescent species have given rise to
entirely encrusting species. Such examples
show that stasis can include reproductive and
behavioral characteristics in addition to pure
morphology. We find this example and other
such case studies compelling evidence that
morphological stasis is a common pattern in
the fossil record, which thus requires an ex-
amination of how evolutionary and ecological
processes can account for it.

If many, perhaps even most, species accrue
little morphological change during their life-
times, then a corollary is immediately raised:
the possibility that much of the morphological
change accrued within evolutionary lineages
over time is concentrated in relatively brief ep-
isodes of speciation. Mayr (1954) suggested a
link between speciation and evolutionary
change, and stasis1morphological change
concentrated at speciation events is the core of

punctuated equilibria (Eldredge 1971; Eld-
redge and Gould 1972). Recently, Webster,
Payne, and Pagel (2003), in their analysis of
speciation events and underlying genetic
change in 56 phylogenies, concluded that
‘‘rapid genetic evolution frequently attends
speciation,’’ and that their results provide a
‘‘genetic component’’ to the pattern of stasis
and change of morphological traits seen so
commonly in the fossil record.

Our purpose here is to explore further the
dynamics generating such patterns, particu-
larly insofar as stasis itself is concerned. Given
patterns of changes in heritable phenotypic
variation and genetic variation commonly
seen in local populations, what factors prevent
such change from becoming species-wide? Do
novelties arise only at speciation, or do they
arise but are typically not conserved through-
out the history of species—perhaps further
suggesting that speciation conserves rather
than prompts the generation of novelty? Pre-
vious authors (Darwin 1871; Ohta 1972; Fu-
tuyma 1987; Eldredge 1989; Lieberman et al.
1995) have discussed the difficulties inherent
in conserving evolutionary novelties arising in
local populations and their spread over the en-
tire range of a far-flung, heterogeneous spe-
cies. Futuyma (1987) in particular has dis-
cussed the closely related corollary that spe-
ciation may be the key to the phylogenetic
conservation of such novelties. More recently,
the geographic mosaic of ongoing local ad-
aptation has become the very foundation for
new views of how coevolving interactions be-
tween species persist over long periods of time
in a constantly changing world (Thompson
1994, 1999a,b).

What, then, constrains the species-wide
spread of evolutionary change when experi-
mental and field data clearly show that the po-
tential for rapid change within populations is
nearly always present? We divide the question
into three stages related to the establishment
of evolutionary change in a geographically
heterogeneous world: origin, local population
establishment, and species-wide spread. Our
analysis of studies from the past decade, in-
cluding examples drawn from our own work,
suggests that patterns and processes related to
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geographic structure contribute importantly
to the maintenance of stasis.

Origin, Local Population Establishment,
and Species-wide Spread

To be preserved in the fossil record with any
reasonable likelihood, a novel genotype must
originate, become established in a local pop-
ulation, and then spread and increase in num-
bers across a large geographic area. Failure to
complete all three of these stages will result in
stasis in the fossil record. Consequently, if we
are to understand the evolutionary dynamics
of stasis, we need to understand where most
failures occur along this sequence of origin
and spread of novelty. Many earlier attempts
to reconcile our understanding of the evolu-
tionary dynamics of extant species with the
paleobiological evidence for stasis focused on
the role of genetic constraints and stabilizing
selection in preventing the origin and estab-
lishment of novelty within local populations
(Charlesworth et al. 1982; Van Valen 1982;
Levinton 1983; Maynard Smith 1983; Wake et
al. 1983; Williamson 1987). More recent math-
ematical and empirical studies have refined
our understanding of the roles of these evo-
lutionary forces, and they have shown that the
spatial structure of species strongly influences
the pattern of establishment of novel types.

Constraints on the Origin and Local Establish-
ment of Novelty. From a theoretical perspec-
tive, the origin of novel genotypes involves a
set of processes (mutation and recombination)
distinct from those processes that determine
the local fate of the variants that are produced
(drift and selection). From an empirical per-
spective, however, the actual rate of produc-
tion of novel variants is very rarely observed
directly. Instead, the failure to produce nov-
elty, on the one hand, versus the failure of nov-
elties to become locally established, on the
other hand, must often be inferred indirectly
from the dynamics of experimental systems.
Therefore, we combine our analysis of these
two dynamical stages in the section that fol-
lows.

The simplest potential explanations for sta-
sis are exhaustion of standing genetic varia-
tion or the limited production of useful nov-
elties within populations. Even when genetic

variation is present, however, evolutionary po-
tential is not equal in all traits, and the origi-
nation of useful novelties may depend upon
mutations appearing in a particular sequence
(Mani and Clarke 1990). Antagonistic pleiot-
ropy (leading to negative genetic correla-
tions), epistasis, and linkage disequilibrium
can all constrain the generation of novel ge-
notypes, even when standing genetic variation
is not limited by population size or the pre-
vious history of selection (Barton and Par-
tridge 2000). Some artificial-selection experi-
ments have shown that rates of phenotypic
change may decelerate during prolonged di-
rectional selection (Falconer and Mackay
1996). This pattern has often been attributed
to the depletion of the genetic variation for the
selected trait that was present in the founding
population or, alternatively, depletion of var-
iation in fitness more generally, such as when
selection on some other aspect of organismal
performance opposes the response to artificial
selection (Barton and Partridge 2000; Falconer
and Mackay 1996). Consistent with these ex-
planations, response to selection can be accel-
erated by increasing population size, which
both increases the overall level of genetic var-
iation and opens new permissible directions
(‘‘ridges’’) available to selection in the multi-
dimensional adaptive landscape (Weber
1996).

Pronounced decelerations in rates of phe-
notypic evolution have also been observed
over thousands of generations in asexual pop-
ulations of Escherichia coli founded from a sin-
gle cell (Cooper and Lenski 2000). In these
populations, new mutations provide the only
source of genetic variation, and this mutation-
al source continues indefinitely. In this case,
stasis cannot derive from depletion of preex-
isting variation, nor from exhaustion of genet-
ic variation more generally. In fact, the
amount of genetic variation increased in these
populations even as the rate of phenotypic
evolution declined (Sniegowski et al. 1997). In-
stead, these populations evidently ap-
proached a local adaptive peak or plateau, at
which point most potential (i.e., genetically
accessible) beneficial mutations were fixed.
Consistent with this explanation, the rate of
adaptive evolution was re-accelerated by per-
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turbing populations from their proximity to
an adaptive peak, either by changing the en-
vironment (Travisano et al. 1995) or by intro-
ducing deleterious mutations (Moore et al.
2000).

These studies show that relative stasis can
arise fairly quickly following periods of rapid
adaptive evolution. They also indicate that the
exhaustion of beneficial variants—whether
preexisting or potentially accessible by muta-
tion—can contribute to stasis. However, the
depletion of standing variation is relevant
only in small populations, which contribute
very little to the fossil record. Species-wide
depletion of accessible beneficial mutations re-
quires a degree of environmental constancy
that is not typical of the earth’s history (Lam-
beck and Chappell 2001; Zachos et al. 2001).

More likely, genetic and developmental cor-
relations among traits can also influence both
the direction and extent of change in local
populations, and advances in evolutionary de-
velopmental biology are suggesting the extent
to which these genetic interactions may influ-
ence stasis. For example, some experiments on
butterfly wing patterns show that multiple
eyespots are made by the same developmental
pathway and, consequently, there exist strong
genetic correlations among them. Selection to
increase the size of the posterior eyespot on
the forewing of Bicyclus anynana, in the ab-
sence of any selection on the anterior eyespot
(Beldade et al. 2002), will typically increase
the size of both eyespots. Nonetheless, selec-
tion can readily uncouple the two eyespots to
produce highly divergent morphologies in all
directions of morphological space (Fig. 2). In-
deed, novel patterns not seen in any related
species can be obtained after 25 or so gener-
ations. These results indicate that genetic and
developmental processes can produce genetic
correlations and favor evolution along paths of
least resistance, but they need not absolutely
constrain the process of adaptive radiation
(Brakefield et al. 2003).

In fact, recent studies have revealed a vari-
ety of genetic mechanisms that may overcome
constraints imposed by gene interaction. Epi-
static components of genetic variance may be
converted into additive variance, promoting
evolutionary change in small, perturbed pop-

ulations (Wade and Goodnight 1998). Envi-
ronmental stress may disrupt developmental
stability sufficiently to uncover latent genetic
variance that can promote evolvability (Ruth-
erford and Lindquist 1998). Yet other process-
es—including gene or genome duplication,
polyploidy, hybridization, and horizontal
gene transfer—can further promote novel
paths of evolution (Rieseberg 1997; Soltis and
Soltis 1999; Lynch and Force 2000; Sandstrom
et al. 2001). Consequently, it increasingly
seems that neither an absence of genetic vari-
ation nor genetic constraints are sufficient to
account for long-term stasis.

Expression of advantageous genetic varia-
tion in highly variable environments, howev-
er, may constrain the breaking of stasis within
local populations. Recent theoretical studies
of multidimensional genotype space have
demonstrated the possibility of prolonged
phenotypic change within local populations
by a chain of substitutions that are nearly neu-
tral with respect to overall fitness in the ab-
sence of a highly variable environment (Gav-
rilets 1997). Only a small proportion of mu-
tations with significant phenotypic effects are
expected to be advantageous or even neutral.
The more variable the environment over time,
the more restricted the range of these geno-
types with equal or higher fitness, because
each genotype must function under a wide
range of environmental conditions.

When stasis breaks down, it may do so ei-
ther in large or in small populations. Consid-
ering both the production of mutations and
their subsequent fate, advantageous mutations
will become established more often in larger
than in smaller populations. An environmen-
tal change, by redefining the ‘‘optimum’’ phe-
notype, may result in increasing the probabil-
ity of mutations being conditionally advanta-
geous or neutral, thereby promoting evolu-
tionary change. On the other hand, decreasing
population size will increase the role of sto-
chastic fluctuations, creating an opportunity
to overcome stabilizing selection or incum-
bency effects (Barton and Charlesworth 1984)
and facilitating evolution along an adaptive
ridge of genotypes that are nearly equal in fit-
ness (Gavrilets 1999). Strong competition for a
resource may potentially lead to sympatric or-
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FIGURE 2. Analysis of a potential evolutionary constraint. A, Occupation by species of the butterfly genus Bicyclus
of morphological space for the pattern of the forewing eyespot size. Names of representatives from among the 80
or so species are given. B, Responses obtained over 25 generations of artificial selection in replicate lines of B. an-
ynana. Results show that butterflies similar to each corner pattern were produced from standing genetic variation
in a single laboratory stock, including one morphology not seen in any extant species. Crosses indicate butterflies
from the base population, and open symbols show samples from generation 25 in each direction of selection (green
arrow) together with a representative forewing. Redrawn from Beldade et al. 2002.
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igin and within-deme establishment of genet-
ic novelties (Kawata 2002). More complete ces-
sation of gene flow can result in rapid evolu-
tionary change in a population experiencing a
novel environment (Garcia-Ramos and Kirk-
patrick 1997).

These theoretical expectations on the con-
ditions allowing occasional breakdown of sta-
sis receive support from experimental studies
during the past decade. Besides the decelera-
tion in phenotypic evolution found during the
long-term experiments in E. coli (Lenski and
Travisano 1994), both performance and mor-
phology show a stair-step dynamic over
shorter periods. Most of the changes in the
first 3000 generations were concentrated in a
few episodes that appeared instantaneous at a
100-generation sampling interval. These epi-
sodes have a simple explanation: each step in
performance reflects a selective fixation of a
beneficial mutation, and the morphological
changes are pleiotropic effects of these muta-
tions.

Rapid diversification of a lineage may there-
fore often involve the invasion of a new selec-
tive environment by one or a few local popu-
lations. The breakdown of stasis occurs as a lo-
cal population adapts rapidly to an initially
inhospitable habitat before it would otherwise
be driven extinct (Gomulkiewicz and Holt
1995). Rapid, pulsed diversification of some
phytophagous insects as they colonize new
host taxa in local populations has long been a
working model for studies of plant-insect in-
teractions (Ehrlich and Raven 1964). Molecu-
lar phylogenetic analyses of insect taxa during
the past decade have provided evidence for
such bouts of rapid diversification at the bases
of clades, as species colonize new host line-
ages (Pellmyr et al. 1998). Similarly, the occa-
sional invasion by E. coli of thermally stressful
environments, beyond the tolerance limits of
ancestral populations, fits this model (Mon-
gold et al. 2001).

One well-studied example of invasion of a
novel environment leading to the breakdown
of stasis—and the generation of evolutionary
novelty correlated with speciation—is found
in the diversification of damselflies. Enallagma
damselflies have diversified in North America
into permanent ponds and lakes with either

fish or large dragonflies as the top predators
(McPeek and Brown 2000). Enallagma species
differ in their vulnerability to these predators
and are thus capable of living with only one
of them. Species that coexist with fish use
crypsis to avoid predators, whereas species
that coexist with large dragonflies are more
active and swim away from attacking preda-
tors (McPeek 1998). Moreover, several Enallag-
ma species are found in each lake type, and co-
occurring species are phenotypically very
similar (McPeek 2000). Lakes with fish are the
ancestral habitat for the genus, and at least
two independent invasions by damselflies into
the dragonfly lake environment have occurred
(McPeek and Brown 2000). These habitat
shifts have been accompanied by rapid evo-
lution in a number of morphological, behav-
ioral, and biochemical characters that enhance
burst swimming speed because of selection
imposed by dragonfly predators in the new
environment (McPeek 2000; McPeek and
Brown 2000). It may have taken the invading
lineages only a few hundred years to gain a
high degree of local adaptation to their new
environment (McPeek 1997).

Such rapid evolutionary change would ap-
pear saltatory in the fossil record. In contrast,
rates of evolution in these characters within
the fish lake environment are very slow. Mil-
lions of years of evolution within the fish lake
environment have produced few or no differ-
ences among species in many other characters
that are important in determining their eco-
logical performance (McPeek 2000; McPeek
and Brown 2000). Importantly, shifts to drag-
onfly lakes and accompanying rapid evolution
have been rare events, occurring in only one
of the two primary clades of Enallagma. That
clade has a number of phenotypic characters
that are already similar to phenotypes favored
by selection in dragonfly lakes (McPeek 2000).
Hence, there appears to be a fundamental
niche conservatism that dooms shifts by most
populations to failure, thereby contributing to
stasis within many Enallagma.

Recent studies therefore suggest that the ab-
sence of useful novelties, or their failure to be-
come established within local populations,
may contribute to stasis in certain limited cas-
es. But more generally, the field of evolution-
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ary ecology has clearly shown the ability of lo-
cal populations to evolve rapidly under
changing conditions. Consequently, species-
wide stasis would seem to require additional
constraints acting above the level of local pop-
ulations.

Species-wide Spread. A key change in pop-
ulation genetic theory and evolutionary ecol-
ogy over the past decade has been the increas-
ing incorporation of geographic structure into
our understanding of the evolutionary dy-
namics of species. We now know from various
genetic modeling approaches that spatial
structure can decrease the likelihood of re-
gional extinction, maintain genetic polymor-
phisms across populations, and shape evolu-
tionary and coevolutionary trajectories (Gan-
don et al. 1996; Thrall and Burdon 1997; Go-
mulkiewicz et al. 2000; Nuismer et al. 2000). At
the same time, a burgeoning number of stud-
ies in molecular ecology and evolutionary
ecology reveal even more widespread genetic
differentiation among populations than was
apparent from earlier studies that often un-
derestimated spatial genetic structure. These
modeling and empirical results together sug-
gest that the geographic genetic structure of
species must be a central component of any
overall theory resolving the discrepancy be-
tween short-term dynamics and long-term
stasis.

Novel forms must spread beyond their site
of origin if they are to have a reasonable
chance of being preserved in the fossil record.
If a local population is already reproductively
isolated from its neighbors, then novel forms
must successfully expand beyond their initial
geographic limits. Alternatively, if the local
population is still genetically connected to
other populations, then a novel form must be
able to spread across those other populations
if it is to become sufficiently widespread to
leave a record of the change. In both cases the
key problem is expansion of geographic range
(Kirkpatrick and Barton 1997; Thomas et al.
2001). We now know that, even once estab-
lished locally, novel forms may face large hur-
dles in spreading beyond their site of origin.

These spatially induced hurdles may be the
most potent evolutionary forces maintaining
stasis. Established species often have an in-

trinsic advantage over invaders because they
occur at high relative frequency or density
(Gomulkiewicz and Holt 1995; McPeek 2000).
The incumbency of established species can be
further maintained through effects on hy-
brids. Recent mathematical models show that
if hybrids between the novel and incumbent
forms have reduced fitness, then the chance of
spread of the novel form is further reduced
(Gavrilets 1996; Coyne et al. 1997). Moreover,
through asymmetric gene flow most hybrids
are likely to occur within the population
where the novel genotype originated, because
the absolute numbers will often be less than
surrounding populations. This asymmetric
gene flow will therefore minimize the chance
that a novel form will rise to high frequencies
elsewhere.

The development of metapopulation theory
(Hanski and Gilpin 1997) has provided yet ad-
ditional insights into the problem of spread in
novel forms (Lande 1985; Tachida and Ilizuka
1991). Some current models suggest that high
population turnover rates can reduce the
chances of establishment and spread of novel
genotypes, unless those genotypes are fa-
vored by their very rarity through negative
frequency-dependent selection as occurs in
gene-for-gene coevolution between some
plants and pathogens (Burdon and Thrall
1999; Gandon et al. 1996). This kind of nega-
tive frequency-dependent selection, which
maintains polymorphisms by favoring rare
genotypes within and among populations,
may also maintain stasis within a species rath-
er than lead to diversification. When meta-
population structure is coupled with hetero-
geneous selection across landscapes, it may
become even more difficult for novel geno-
types to spread.

Paleobiologists have argued that wide-
spread species are expected to exhibit slower
rates of species-wide evolution than species
with small ranges, because natural selection
will not be consistently directional across
space and time (Eldredge 2003; Jablonski
2000; Lieberman et al. 1995)—e.g., ecological
conditions acting on local populations of
American robins in the southwestern United
States are clearly different from those present
in the deep woodlands of the Northeast. That
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overall expectation is supported by popula-
tion genetic theory, which suggests that it is
difficult for a mutant to be advantageous un-
der all conditions required by a highly hetero-
geneous environment (Ohta 1972). Consistent
with the expectation that most mutations that
are locally adaptive would not be globally ad-
vantageous, lines of E. coli adapted to a glu-
cose-containing environment for 20,000 gen-
erations tend to have reduced performance on
a range of other substrates (Cooper and Len-
ski 2000).

The developing mathematical theory of spe-
cies ranges provides additional indications
that the spatial structure of habitats and het-
erogeneous selection may be important sourc-
es of stasis. Gene flow from the center of a spe-
cies range can impede novel adaptation at the
periphery and prevent the range from ex-
panding outward (Kirkpatrick and Barton
1997). The problems of spatial structure and
heterogeneous selection may therefore con-
tribute to the kind of sustained habitat track-
ing found in the fossil record (Eldredge 2003).
Data from several paleontological studies on
Pleistocene plants (Davis 1983), beetles (Coope
1979), foraminifera (Bennett 1990), and mol-
lusks (Valentine and Jablonski 1993) have
demonstrated little morphological response to
protracted climate change. Instead, geograph-
ic distributions changed. Species tended to
survive, usually with little or no discernible
morphological change, as long as recognizable
habitats could be tracked. That does not mean
that natural selection is not acting (Davis and
Shaw 2001; Hoekstra et al. 2001), as the data
from population and evolutionary genetics
show that populations are constantly under
selection. Rather, it means that selection often
acts in ways that favor populations that are
evolutionarily conservative at the species level.

The geographic mosaic of coevolution may
also contribute to species-wide stasis, even
though coevolution is one of the evolutionary
forces most commonly thought to generate
novelty. Studies over the past decade have in-
dicated that selection mosaics, coevolutionary
hotspots, and gene flow can combine to create
extensive coevolutionary dynamics (Thomp-
son 1994, 1997, 1999a). This ongoing coevo-
lution creates local novelty and is undoubt-

edly important to the ecological dynamics of
species. Moreover, it may be crucial for keep-
ing coevolving species in the evolutionary
game as one species or the other temporarily
gains the upper hand in different environ-
ments. But most of these dynamics may not
result in much net change at the species level.
Recent mathematical models have indicated
that geographically structured coevolution
can actually constrain the escalation of antag-
onistic arms races. These interactions may
continually recycle defenses and counterde-
fenses through frequency-dependent selec-
tion, because geographic structure may main-
tain the polymorphisms on which frequency-
dependent selection depends (Gandon et al.
1996; Gomulkiewicz et al. 2000; Nuismer et al.
2000). Long-term studies of gene-for-gene co-
evolution within natural populations support
this mathematical prediction (Burdon and
Thrall 2000). Similarly, geographic structure
may stabilize some kinds of coevolved mutu-
alisms, by maintaining previously fixed traits
in the face of moderate gene flow (Nuismer et
al. 2000). As a result, the geographic mosaic of
coevolution may often create ongoing genetic
dynamics embedded within longer-term sta-
sis, with populations only rarely breaking
through in fundamentally novel directions.

Increasingly detailed paleontological stud-
ies corroborate the potential importance of
spatial structure in maintaining stasis. More-
over, the great strength of paleontological data
is that within-population variation can be
compared over time as well as space, allowing
analysis of the importance of the spatial struc-
turing of species throughout a species’ history.
Analysis of two broadly distributed species
lineages of Devonian brachiopods highlights
the significance of spatial structuring within
species to the generation of patterns of stasis
and change (Lieberman et al. 1995). Statistical
analysis revealed no discernible net change in
the morphology of either species over their re-
spective five-million-year histories. However,
within any single environment, large morpho-
logical shifts did occur—larger, in fact, than
the net morphological change across the entire
environmental distribution of the species over
the same time period (Fig. 3). As these chang-
es were in different directions in different en-
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FIGURE 3. Schematic diagram showing temporal and environmental (spatial) patterns of morphological change in
two species of Middle Devonian brachiopods, measured as Mahalanobis D2 values from canonical discriminant
analysis of morphometric data. Each of these species occurred in five distinct environments over a period of 5 Myr.
Note the oscillatory nature of morphological change in each species (left and middle panels). The morphological
changes of Mediospirifer audaculus sampled from the five distinct environments (far right panel) are also oscillatory,
but have larger D2 distance excursions than when samples of the species are lumped as a whole (see middle panel).
Moreover, changes within individual environments tend to cancel out, leading to negligible net change for the spe-
cies as a whole.

vironments, they tended to cancel out, result-
ing in no net change: stasis resulted at least in
part from a species’ presence in several dis-
tinct environments (Lieberman et al. 1995; Lie-
berman and Dudgeon 1996).

These results agree with the expectation
that spatial structuring of widespread species
will, as a rule, lead to stasis—but that local
populations, under certain conditions, can be
expected to develop more substantial
amounts of morphological change in the short
term. They further suggest that the patterns of
generally fluctuating change documented by
Gingerich (1976) in Eocene mammals and
Sheldon (1987) in Ordovician trilobites reflect
the evolutionary histories of geographically
localized populations of these species. Gin-
gerich’s data involved meticulously collected
time series from the Bighorn Basin of Wyo-
ming, a localized subset of the regions over
which the Hyopsodus and other species have
been documented to have lived. Likewise,
Sheldon’s study of eight trilobite lineages from
the Builth Inlier of Wales did not include sub-

stantial geographic sampling. Both of these
data sets contain examples of short-term evo-
lutionary change that is repeatedly reversed
over longer timescales (Gingerich 1983)—
much like the fluctuations in beak morpholo-
gy in Galapagos finches (Grant 1986) and in
floral color of desert plants (Schemske and
Bierzychudek 2001). Thus, the entire spatio-
temporal history of a species can reveal less
net change than what is documented in tem-
poral or geographic subsets of a species line-
age.

Conclusions

Both theoretical and empirical studies of the
past decade suggest that the complex pattern
of selection imposed on geographically struc-
tured populations by heterogeneous environ-
ments and coevolution can paradoxically
maintain stasis at the species level over long
periods of time. By contrast, neither lack of ge-
netic variation nor genetic and developmental
constraint is probably sufficient in and of itself
to account for species-wide stasis.
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Further resolution of our understanding of
the dynamics of evolutionary stasis will re-
quire novel integration of modeling and em-
pirical analyses. Comparison of rates of grad-
ual change in widespread versus endemic
species will help us better test our conclusion
that geographic range shapes stasis. Such
analyses of the genetic and geographic struc-
ture of species when placed within a phylo-
genetic context will help us further test the rel-
ative contributions of geographic structure,
underlying genetic variation, and develop-
ment to the ongoing dynamics of stasis.

Remaining issues include finer resolution of
the issue of conservation versus generation of
novelty in short bursts of speciation, and the
possibility that many such bursts of speciation
are spatiotemporally correlated among sym-
patric lineages in regional ecological settings.
Such bursts could reflect ‘‘turnovers’’ (Vrba
1985) or the events between episodes of ‘‘co-
ordinated stasis’’ (Brett and Baird 1995), re-
flecting spatiotemporal scales intermediate to
local ecological succession, on the one hand,
and the well-documented evolutionary re-
sponses to episodes of global mass extinctions
on the other (Eldredge 2003). And what dy-
namic processes underlie the emergence of
stable species (Miller 2003)? The solution to
these and related problems will demand fur-
ther integration of the fields of evolutionary
ecology and evolutionary developmental bi-
ology into evolutionary genetic and paleon-
tological approaches.
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